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ABSTRACT 

Our life is surrounded with technology and we can’t live without this technology. Technology is 

upgrade day by day. Using Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques computer can 

understand human language. Now a days, by the help of NLP researcher are interested to work 

with text document classification. Bangla text document classification, sentiment analysis etc. are 

interested topic for researcher. So, in our work we are going classify Guruchandali Dosh of Bangla 

sentences. In our Bangla language peoples are familiar with Sadhu and Colito form. Colito form 

is uses in our daily life and Sadhu form is used to written Bangla literature, novel, poems etc. When 

two forms of Bangla language mixed up in a sentence this is called Guruchandali Dosh. We our 

work we are going to detect the Guruchandali Dosh sentences using supervised learning 

techniques. In NLP work text document are easy to preprocess and translate. So, we collect Sadhu 

and Colito form of data from various Bangla text book, novel, poems and newspaper. Then we 

make our dataset changing the sentences using some Bangla grammatical rules. Finally, we are 

able to collects 1712 Bangla text data. We need to preprocess our data before using the machine 

learning algorithms. We preprocessed our text raw data by removing unwanted data, Stop Words 

etc. After that we use six classification techniques to classify Guruchandali Dosh sentences. In our 

work we use Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF), Naive Bayes (NB), Extreme Gradient 

Boosting (XGB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithms. All 

algorithms perform very well on our datasets. Among them Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) 

algorithm came with highest accuracy which is 85%. When we give input Bangla text data in our 

model, MNB model is able to predict the Guruchandali Dosh perfectly.  
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CHAPTER 1 

      INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Using Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, it become too easy to communicate 

between human language and computer. Because it helps to analyze the text automatically and 

then categorized it into the related contents called text classification. A vast number of research 

work has been done already on different Language by text classification specially the binary text 

classification one but there is a small number of works has done on Bangla language where Bangla 

language takes the 7th position among 100 of others language. [1] So, it shouldn't be contaminated. 

But it become contaminated when a sentence loss it's compatibility (য োগ্যতো) which means terms 

of semantic (অর্ থসংক্রোন্ত) and ideological (ভোবগ্ত) consistency in a sentence. One of the faults of 

compatibility is Guruchandali Dosh (গুরুচন্ডোলী য োষ). It occurs when linguistic error happened. 

Mainly the defective mixture of Colito Bhasha and Sadhu Bhasha makes Guruchandali Dosh. 

Sadhu Bhasha is come from tathsomo (তৎসম) shobdho which is directly come from Sanskrito 

(সংসৃ্কত) when the Bangla language was born. It is once used for writing activities such as stories, 

poems, drama or in official work like application, letter, newspaper and so on. Whereas Colito 

Bhasha was verbal language mainly but now it also uses in writing. Now people granted it more 

than Sadhu bhasha because it is easier. But people are mixing up these two forms and make 

Guruchandali Dosh continuously which makes the language inconsistent and impure. sometimes 

people even get confuse if a sentence is really Sadhu or Colito. [2] 

For Example: আমোর  ো ইচ্ছো (সোধু) আমম তো (চমলত) করব। (I will do what I want to do) 

Most of the people will think that there is no Guruchandali Dosh in the above example but there 

is. Because "ইচ্ছো" is the Sadhu form and "তো" is the Colito form. That is why we are going to 

construct a model by machine language that will prevent of making this type of mistake and 

confusion and keep pure our language. 

For our model, text classification is needed which will classify texts from any topic. It will peruse 

the text automatically by Natural Language Processing (NLP) and categorized the text on the base 
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of dataset. Among the variety of text classification in NLP, binary and multi-level text 

classification are most common. Comparatively Binary text classification is the easier one. That is 

why we will work mostly with binary classification in this paper. As its characteristics is to detect 

a portion of the text sentence so if the selected portion is in categorized data or not, so that we have 

two classes in our dataset. One is Guruchandali Dosh and another one is Guruchandali Dosh Nei. 

But it will take less time as we are using Natural Language Processing (NLP) where it will 

automatically generated text. It also helps to reduce charge and manpower. Moreover, it gives the 

accuracy most perfectly. But for accurate result we need a huge dataset that can cooperate the 

model for better procedure, form and requirements. That is why dataset play a significant role so 

for we need to gather proper data without garbage though for unnecessary data in the model, there 

has a cleaning process. But we need pure dataset to have accurate outcome because there will be 

comparison between training and input text. For this process first we need to give an input for text 

classification and the system will compare with training text that will already save in the model 

and then categorized it to the nearest one. 

In our work, six classifiers are used for an identical output. They are: Decision Tress (DT), Naive 

Bayes (NB), Random Forests (RF), Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGB), Support Vector Classifier 

(SVC) and K-nearest neighbors (KNN). We will narrate the whole process in Chapter3 – Research 

Methodology. 

1.2 Motivation 

Natural Language Processing is the way to build the communication between human and machine. 

Now a days using Natural Language Processing techniques there are lots of AI was build which is 

able to talk human language. Beside this in English language there are many tools able available 

which is able to correct the grammatical fault of English language. But in Bengali language we 

cannot find that type of tools. Our native language is Bengali. So, if we are not contributing in 

Bengali NLP domain, then this machine programmed tools will not be developed in our language. 

From this motivation we selected Bengali NLP topic for our research work. We select this 

Guruchandali Dosh sentence detection topic, because sentence fault detector help people to correct 

their Bengali sentence. When people type Bengali language, they made mistake by mixing up two 
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Bengali from Sadhu and Colito. So, from this motivation we decided to build a model which can 

detect the Bengali sentence error perfectly. 

1.3 Rationale of the Study 

In this age of modern technology, modern tools are update day by day. If we talk about sentence 

auto correction tools, we have so many tools available in English Language. But we cannot find 

any sentence auto correction tools for Bengali Language. When we type some official documents 

in Bengali Language, we made some mistake. Sometime we mixed up Sadhu and Colito form. 

Grammatically it is an error. But we cannot find this, because we don’t have any auto correction 

tools in Bengali Language. If we know about the technology this auto correction tools made up 

using NLP techniques. Bengali is our native language if we can’t work with this language no one 

can do. That’s why there is no auto correction tools available for Bengali. So, this is a problem in 

our modern age of technology. That’s why we create a dataset and proposed a model to detect 

Bengali Guruchandali Dosh sentence.  

1.4 Research Questions 

During the research work some question occurs about this work. The main questions of our work 

in given below:  

▪ How to collect and preprocess Bengali text data? 

▪ How to extract features from Bengali dataset? 

▪ Which classifiers performs better to detect Guruchandali Dosh from Bengali sentence? 

1.5 Expected Output 

This is our experimental project, but our main target is to make a paper about this project. We 

found so many related works about sentence fault detection. But most of them are in English 

language. We also found some Bengali sentence fault detection, but there is no work found about 

Guruchandali Dosh detection. So, we decide to try some experiment about this topic and willing 

to make a model using machine learning techniques which can detect the Guruchandali Dosh in 

Bengali Sentence. For this reason, we decided to make a dataset of this project. In the end we have 

some expected output. Outcome are given below: 
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▪ Make a more accurate system 

▪ Published one or more papers on International Conference 

▪ Make a model for sentence autocorrection tools in Bengali Language 

▪ Make a Bengali Guruchandali Dosh dataset 

▪ Our main expected output is our system can detect the Guruchandali Dosh accurately 

1.6 Research Layout 

In our report we have total 6 chapters 

❖ In Chapter 1 we mention our whole research work’s outline and divided this chapter into 

multiple subchapters. For example, introduction, motivation, rational of the study, research 

question and expected output of our project. 

❖ In Chapter 2 we have discussed about the previous work on Bengali text classification, the 

scope of the problem and challenges in this work. 

❖ In Chapter 3 we will talk about our work procedure, methods and techniques to build a 

Bengali Guruchandali Dosh detector model. 

❖ In Chapter 4 we will discuss about the Experimental Results and Discussion of our build 

model. 

❖ In Chapter 5 we will talk about the Impact of Society, Environment, Ethical Aspects and 

Sustainability plan of our work.  

❖ In Chapter 6 we have discussed about the Summary, Conclusion and Further Study of the 

work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

2.1 Terminologies 

Recent years natural language processing has been a hot topic for researchers. Maximum work 

was done in the English language. But nowadays there are more NLP model builds based on the 

Bangla text datasets. Such as Sentiment analysis from the Bangla dataset, Bangla Fake news 

detection, Bangla Text Classification, Bangla Saint (Sadhu) and Common (Colito) form 

classification and Bangla Text Summarization. But there is no dataset available for Bangla 

Guruchandali Dosh (A sentence which is mixed up with Saint and Common form). [18] Our work 

is related to Bangla core linguistics. We found a few papers related to our work. In our work we 

are going to classify Bangla Guruchandali Dosh sentences. To implement our work, we need to 

introduce with some new terminology. Working with NLP is not an easy task. In NLP work we 

only collect raw text data, but to apply algorithms we need to convert this into numeric value. For 

this we introduce new term Countvectorizer and TF-IDF vectorizer. As well we will mention some 

term like k-fold cross validation, confusion matrix, classification report, hyperparameter tunning. 

In the upcoming chapter we will discuss about this term elaborately. To implement our work 

perfectly and to know about this new term we reviewed some previous work which is related to 

Bangla Natural Language Processing. Some of them are shortly described below. 

2.2 Related Works 

A research paper was published in 2020, about Bangla Saint and Common form classification. In 

their work they proposed a method to classify Bangla Saint (Sadhu) and Common (Colito) form. 

In their work they collect 1200 data from various Bangla text books, newspapers and online blogs. 

Then they preprocess their data by removing special characters and stop words. Before using 

machine learning algorithms, they convert the text document data into vectors using 

Countvectorizer technique. They use multiple machine learning classification algorithms such as 

DT, NB, XGB, KNN, RF and SVC. Naive Bayes perform very well in their datasets with accuracy 

77%. [3] 
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In 2020, a research paper was published about sentiment analysis from the Bangla depression 

dataset. They collect data from various social media sites and Bangla blogs. They process their 

data using Bangla text processing techniques and they tokenize the data using Countvectorizer. In 

their work they have two different classes. They use some classification algorithms to predict 

people's sentiment. They use six different algorithms such as KNN, MNB, SVC, DT, RF and XGB. 

Among all of the algorithms, Multinomial Naive Bayes gave the highest accuracy for their datasets 

which is 86.67%. [4] 

Hussain, Mahmud et al [5], applying different machine learning algorithms to detect Bangla 

abusing text. They collect data from social media and preprocess that data using Bangla text 

processing. They proposed root level algorithms and unigram string features to detect abusing 

Bangla text. They make 3 sets of comments as training data. In every set they increase the number 

of comments. When the number of comments increases, the accuracy increases 20% from the 

previous state.  

Haque, Mridha et al [6], proposed a method to identify Bangla grave and extreme guilt faults. They 

collect Bangla text data from books and newspapers. After collecting the data, they preprocess the 

data by removing special characters. They tokenize the data using Countvectorizer. They use 

different machine learning algorithms like LR and SVM. For extreme guilt and grave fault SVM 

algorithms perform very well and give the highest accuracy which is 87% for extreme guilt fault 

and 85% for grave fault. 

Mamun and Shahin [7], proposed a model to detect social media Bangla bullying text. They collect 

data from social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter using API. They collect 2400 text data. 

After collecting the data, clean and preprocess the data using some preprocessing techniques. They 

proposed a method to classify the Bangla bullying text. For this reason, they use classification 

algorithms. In their work they used NB, J48, SVM and KNN (1-nearest neighbor) and KNN (3-

nearest neighbors). Among all algorithms, the Support Vector Machine algorithm performs very 

well with performance accuracy 97%. 

Hussain, Hasan et al [8], published an experimental analysis to detect Bangla fake news using 

supervised learning algorithms such as SVM and MNB. In their work they collect fake and real 

Bangla news data from various Facebook, YouTube and other social media sites. In their dataset 

the ratio of real and fake news was 60% and 40%. They preprocess their data by removing special 

characters, punctuation marks, numerical values and emojis. After that they extract the feature 
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from the data using Countvectorizer and TF-IDF vectorizer. They use two supervised machine 

learning algorithms, SVM and MNB. SVM algorithm scores remarkable accuracy very well with 

their Bangla fake news dataset which was 96%. 

Alberto, Claudio et al [9] suggest a method to automated binary text classification using machine 

learning. Text classification techniques are recently most popular for data analysis. Digital format 

of text data is increasing day by day. Enormous increase of text data we need to organize the data. 

If this task can be done automatically that will reduce time. In their work they proposed a technique 

to classify binary text automatically. For their work they use Spanish and English datasets. They 

apply some machine learning algorithms such as DT, SVM, NB for automated binary text 

classification in two different language datasets. But there is no significant difference for binary 

classification in two different languages. They showed that SVM and NB perform pretty well for 

binary text classification. In their work they got 97% accuracy in SVM and 90% accuracy in NB 

algorithm. 

Kim, Han et al [10] suggest an effective method for classification algorithm naive bayes text 

classification. For their work they use two commonly used corpus. In one corpus there are 21578 

news articles data and another corpus 19997 articles. For feature extraction from text, they use 

feature weights. In their work they proposed poisson naive bayes text classification model with 

feature weights model. They use pre-document term frequency normalization for converting the 

text into vectors. For their used dataset poisson naive bayes classifier achieves score 0.90 for first 

corpus and 0.86 for second corpus. 

Ashis and Rikta [11] proposed methods for categorizing Bangla web text documents using 

supervised machine learning methods. In their work they use four supervised machine learning 

algorithms such as KNN, DT, SVM and NB. They use Bangla newspaper corpus. They make their 

own corpus with 1000 text documents. Each document belongs to five categories. They preprocess 

the data by removing punctuation marks, special characters, numerical digits and stop words. They 

extract the feature from the text using TF-IDF vectorizer techniques. They split their data into two 

parts. For training purpose, they kept 80% and for testing purpose they kept 20% data. After that 

they apply four supervised machine learning algorithms. Among four classification algorithms 

SVM algorithm shows decent accuracy for their dataset which is 89.14%. 
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2.3 Comparative Analysis and Summery 

For our work we reviewed some previous work related with us. We are working with Bangla NLP, 

that’s why we related some paper which is related with Bangla test data. Basically, we are going 

to check which machine learning algorithms perform very well with Bangla text data. In this 

section we are going to compare one previous with other work. In Table 2.1 shows the comparison 

between previous Bangla NLP work. 

Table 2.1: Comparison Between Bangla NLP Previous Work 

Work Title Work Type Best Algorithms Name Best Accuracy Score 

Bangla saint and common 

form classification 

Binary Classification Multinomial Naive 

Bayes 

77% 

Sentiment analysis from the 

Bangla depress dataset 

Multi-Class 

Classification 

Multinomial Naive 

Bayes 

86.67% 

Identify Bangla extreme guilt 

fault 

Binary Classification Support Vector Machine 87% 

Detect social media Bangla 

bullying text 

Binary Classification Support Vector Machine 97% 

Detect Bangla fake news Binary Classification  Support Vector Machine 96% 

Categorizing Bangla web text 

documents 

Multi-Class 

Classification 

Support Vector Machine 89.14% 

We reviewed many previous works which is related with text classification problem. But in the 

above table we only mention the work with is related with Bangla text classification. Because that 

will be very helpful for us to compare our proposed model. From the above table we saw that most 

of the work is related with Bangla NLP and Bangla Text classification. Most of the case Support 

Vector Machine classifier perform very well with text data. So, from the previous work we got an 

initial and primary idea for our work that which algorithms we use for our work. 
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2.4 Scope of the Problem 

When we read and analysis the previous Bangla NLP work, we found some work like sentiment 

analysis, Bangla text classification, Fake new detection etc. We found one work which is about 

Bangla sentence fault identification. They identify extreme guilt fault in Bangla it’s mean is 

Bahullo Dosh (বোহুলয য োষ). But we can’t find any work related with detect Guruchandali Dosh 

sentence. We find a work which only detect Sadhu and Colito Bhasha. So, we decided to work 

with this topic. Because Guruchandali Dosh is major problem for Bangla Language. Being a 

Bangladeshi citizen, our mother tongue is Bengali. We all are comfortable and fluent in Bengali 

Language. So, we need to develop our technology for our Bengali Language. Compare with 

English Language there are lots off work available related with English sentence correction. And 

also, there are lots of dataset and tools available for English Language. But in Bengali Language 

few numbers of dataset and tools are available. So, from Bangladesh perspective we need to work 

with our Bengali Language. Because we need to write our official and government document in 

Bengali Language. But all of the document writing tools is not integrated Bengali auto correction 

tools. For build this tool we need dataset and machine learning model which can detect and correct 

our sentence fault. In Bengali Language a common mistake Guruchandali Dosh occurs. But we 

can’t find any model and tools which can detect Guruchandali Dosh in Bengali Sentences. That’s 

why we decided to make a model which can capable of detect Guruchandali Dosh. 

2.5 Challenges 

During the whole process of our work, we face some challenges. The main and first problem is 

dataset. Finding Bengali data is not an easy work for a researcher. If someone found some data 

luckily, but they are not structure or properly encoded. In our case we faced same problem. We 

collect some Bangla text book but unfortunately some books are encoded with some techniques 

we can’t decode that. After trying so hard we managed to collect some data. But we found correct 

data. There was no dataset available for Guruchandali Dosh. We read some blog and books about 

Bangla grammar and make a Guruchandali Dosh dataset. After data collection in preprocessed 

stage, we face some more problem. Because there is no built-in library available for Bengali data 

preprocessed. We need to use regular expression to remove system and extra unwanted character. 

We also need to make a stop words dataset for remove stop words. We need to modify some stop 
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words data for our work purpose. So, for this limitation and challenges we can’t collect more 

Guruchandali Dosh data. If the dataset is large, the outcome will be more precise and accurate. 

But, in the end we are able to make a model to detect Bengali sentence fault. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Subject and Instrumentation 

In our work we want make a model which is able to detect Bangla Guruchandali Dosh Sentences. 

To make this model we want to make a dataset first and we need to understand that which type of 

work we are doing. In our work we have two classes. So, our work is binary classification. In this 

we are basically solving classification problem. To build a model there are two ways in machine 

learning algorithms. Supervised Learning and Unsupervised Learning. In Supervised Learning we 

are given input and output to the system and system predict the unseen data based on the input 

output data. On the other hand, in Unsupervised Learning, we are given only input data, machine 

cluster that data based on the data pattern. In our work we are given input and output data to the 

system to train the model. So here we use supervised learning. In supervised learning there are 

some classification algorithms exists which is use to solve classification problem. Our work is 

related to binary classification problem. So, we will use some classification algorithms which is 

perform and give high accuracy with text data. In our work we are going to use KNN, SVM, MNB, 

XGB, DT and RF classification algorithms. In the upcoming proposed methodology section, we 

will discuss about all of the algorithms, how it works and which algorithms perform very well in 

our dataset. After that we need to evaluate our model based on some criteria like precision, recall 

and f1-score. We will briefly discuss all terms in the proposed methodology section. 

3.2 Data Collection Procedure 

Machine Learning algorithms perform very well when the collecting data is more balanced and 

reliable to train the machine perfectly. So, data collection is very important for our work. For our 

research work we need to make our own Bengali Guruchandali Dosh (গুরুচন্ডোলী য োষ) dataset first. 

But there is no data available in Bangla literature where Guruchandali Dosh was found. In Bangla 

literature the authors wrote their fiction or book in Sadhu accent or Colito accent. For this reason, 

data collection is quite challenging for us. So, finally we decided to make two classes in our dataset. 

One is Guruchandali Dosh and another one is Guruchandali Dosh Nei. We collect Guruchandali 

Dosh Nei type sentences by collecting Sadhu and Colito accent sentences from Bangla fiction, 
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Bangla newspaper and several online sources. Then we read some rules about Guruchandali Dosh 

from Bangla Grammar Books and Blogs. [12] After that we make our Guruchandali Dosh type 

sentences from our Guruchandali Dosh Nei type sentences. Finally, we are able to collect 1712 

data. Table 3.1 provides the sample data. 

Table 3.1: Bangla Dataset of Guruchandali Dosh 

Sentence Sentence Type 

আমোদ র চোরপোদের পৃমর্বী য  দ্রুত ব দল  োদচ্ছ তো সহদে যমদে যেওয়ো আদেো 

অদেদকর পদেই যবে েক্ত 

গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ যেই 

তৎকোদল আমোম দগ্র পমরদধয় বস্ত্র বমলদত মিল একখোেো পোাঁচ হোদতর মমলে ধুমত। গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ যেই 

যস য  পদরর ঘদরর  োস োসী এবং কতথোগ্ৃমহণীদ র অেুগ্রদহর ওপর মেভথর কদর বোস 

কমরদতদি 

গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ 

যস সমদয় আমোদ র পমরদধয় বস্ত্র বমলদত মিল একখোেো পোাঁচ হোদতর মমলে ধুমত গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ 

মকন্তু যিদলদ র য  গ্ৃহহীে কমরদত বমসয়োদিে যস কর্ো তোহোদ র মেকট হইদত যগ্োপে 

রোমখদলে 

গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ যেই 

3.3 Statistical Analysis 

After collecting data from various source, we are able to collect 1712 data. In our dataset we have 

1712 sentences. 890 belong to the Guruchandali Dosh nei class and the rest 822 belong to the 

Guruchandali Dosh class. Table 3.2 provides the percentage of two classes data in our dataset. 

After divided the two class we calculated the length of the each collected sentence. Table 3.3 shows 

some data with their length. Length helps us to calculate our vocabulary that means it helps us to 

set the value of max features in Countvectorizer. In the below section we provide the statistical 

analysis of our dataset.  

Table 3.2: Dataset Details Information 

Type of Sentences Total Data Count Percentage of Total Count 

গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ যেই 890 51.98% 

গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ 822 48.02% 
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Table 3.3: Sample Dataset with Length 

Sentences                Type              Length 

আমোদ র চোরপোদের পৃমর্বী য  দ্রুত ব দল  োদচ্ছ তো সহদে  

যমদে যেওয়ো আদেো অদেদকর পদেই যবে েক্ত 

  গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ যেই                  16 

তৎকোদল আমোম দগ্র পমরদধয় বস্ত্র বমলদত মিল একখোেো 

পোাঁচ হোদতর মমলে ধুমত। 

  গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ যেই                  11 

যস য  পদরর ঘদরর  োস োসী এবং কতথোগ্ৃমহণীদ র অেুগ্রদহর  

ওপর মেভথর কদর বোস কমরদতদি 

     গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ                  13 

মকন্তু যিদলদ র য  গ্ৃহহীে কমরদত বমসয়োদিে যস কর্ো  

তোহোদ র মেকট হইদত যগ্োপে রোমখদলে 

     গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ                  13 

আর এসব শুধুই য  চোরপোদের গ্োিপোলো, পশুপোমখর ওপর  

িোপ যেলদি তো েয়, ব দল ম দচ্ছ পৃমর্বীর েলবোয়,ু মোেুদষর 

েীবে োত্রো 

  গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ যেই                  18 

স্বদ দের মঙ্গদলর েেয সমস্ত অকোতদর সহয কদর টোমেয়ো  

লইয়ো চললোম। 

     গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ                  10 

▪ We have 3 columns in our dataset. 

▪ In our dataset we have highest 20 length of sentence. 

▪ Our dataset is available in CSV (Comma Separated Value) format which extension is .csv 

▪ 1500 unique words available in our data. 

3.4 Proposed Methodology 

We are going to discuss about our research methodology in this following section. In our work, 

we use six supervised machine learning classifiers MNB, DT, RF, KNN, SVM and XGB to classify 

Guruchandali Dosh (গুরুচন্ডোলী য োষ) from Bengali sentences. To apply this classification algorithm, 

we make our own dataset. Though it is hard to find the appropriate resource for Bangla Language 

but try our level best to make our work accurate. For this we divided our work into some steps. 

Figure 3.1 represents the steps of our methodology. We discussed data collection procedure in 3.2 

section. Rest of the methodology steps are described below. 
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Figure 3.1: Proposed Methodology 

3.4.1 Data Preprocessing 

We cannot use raw text data to feed our classifier model. Because sometimes raw text data have 

some characters or symbols which is not essential and suitable for our classifier model. This 

unwanted characters and symbols sometimes reduce our classifier model accuracy. So, before 

feeding our model we need to apply some preprocessing techniques on the raw text data. In our 

raw text data we found some special characters and symbols *, #, !, @ etc. We remove those 

special characters and symbols from our text. Our text data contains some numerical values such 

as English digits and Bangla digits. We also found some punctuation marks such as full stop, 
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comma, question marks, quotation marks etc. We use python regular expression library to remove 

this unwanted data. Table 3.3 shows the characters details which we are remove from our data in 

preprocessing phase. In our raw text we found some Bangla short form “ইঞ্জিঃ”, “ড.”, “যরঞ্েিঃ” etc. 

We elaborate the short form on Bangla text as “ইঞ্জিঃ” => “ইঞ্জমেয়োর”, “ড.” => “ডক্টর”, “যরঞ্েিঃ” => 

“যরঞ্েদেেে” etc. For this we make a python dictionary with short form and elaborate form, after 

that we split our text data and compare the data with dictionary. If short form found we replace 

those data with elaborate form. Table 3.4 provides the details of Bangla probable short form and 

their elaborate form. In NLP work there are some words in every language which are commonly 

used and this word are unimportant for machine learning model, this set of data are called stop 

words. So, in Bengali language we have some stop words such as “ও”, “এবং”, “অতএব”, “অর্চ”, 

“অর্বো” etc. [13] In data analysis or when we apply classifier model it creates problems. We need 

to use Bangla stop words corpus to remove stop words from our dataset. But in our case, before 

removing the stop word we need to modify the stop words corpus. Because some stop word 

actually matters for our work, like for example “তোাঁর”, it is a stop word but this word can be 

represented in two Bangla accent (Sadhu and Colito). In Colito accent it is “তোাঁর” and in Sadhu 

accent it is “তোাঁহোর”. So, we this word in important for our work. Beside this in Bangla stop word 

corpus we found some words that are important for our work we filter out those word. We remove 

stop words from our dataset using our own modified Bangla stop words corpus. Table 3.5 shows 

the raw text data and preprocessed text data and Figure 3.2 shows the text data preprocessing steps. 

Table 3.4: Characters Details Considered Removing in Preprocessing 

Characters Category Characters 

Special Symbols @, #, $, %, ^, &, *, (, ), /, \, {, }, ………… 

English Digits 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 

Bangla Digits ০, ১, ২, ৩, ৪, ৫, ৬, ৭, ৮, ৯ 

Punctuation Marks ?, !, “ ”, ., :, ;, ……….. 

English Alphabets  A to Z; a to z 

Bangla Full Stop ( ো াঁমি) । 
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Table 3.5: Bangla Short Form and Elaborate Form 

Short Form Elaborate Form 

মব.দ্র. মবদেষ দ্রষ্টবয 

ড. ডক্টর 

ডো. ডোক্তোর 

ইঞ্জিঃ ইঞ্জমেয়োর 

যরঞ্েিঃ যরঞ্েদেেে 

মম. মমস্টোর 

মু. মুহোম্ম  

যমো. যমোহোম্ম  

 

Table 3.6: Raw Text Data and Clean Text Data 

Raw Text Data Clean Text Data 

শুমেদলে রোয়বোহো ুর ঘদর েোই, মকিুেণ অদপেো 

কমরদত হইদব 

শুমেদলে রোয়বোহো ুর ঘদর মকিুেণ 

অদপেো কমরদত হইদব 

বুদেমিলোম যমদয়টটর রূপ বদিো আশ্চ থ; মকন্তু েো 

য মখলোম তোহোদক যচোদখ, েো য খলোম তোহোর িমব, 

সমস্তই অস্পষ্ট হইয়ো রইল। 

বুদেমিলোম যমদয়টটর রূপ বদিো আশ্চ থ 

য মখলোম তোহোদক যচোদখ য খলোম তোহোর 

িমব সমস্তই অস্পষ্ট হইয়ো রইল 

মকন্তু দ্বোমরকোেোর্ তো যখয়োল েো করোর ভোে কদর 

তোিোতোমি পো বোিোদলে। 

দ্বোমরকোেোর্ তো যখয়োল ভোে কদর তোিোতোমি 

পো বোিোদলে 

কদল বমলল, “য মখ, যমদয়র মবদয় য ে যকমে কদর।” সকদল বমলল য মখ যমদয়র মবদয় যকমে 

কদর 

টোকোয় ৮ যসর সমরষোর ততল আমেলোম টোকোয় যসর সমরষোর ততল আমেলোম 
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Figure 3.2: Data Preprocessing Steps  

3.4.2 Feature extraction 

 

After preprocessed our data we have clean text, but we can’t feed our machine learning model with 

this text. We need extract the features from clean text. Feature extraction means we need to convert 

the text data into numerical value. But we need to extract the features in proper way, because 

extracting proper features from the text have an impact on the machine learning model 

performance. For this we need to apply some techniques which convert our text data into vector, 

that means in numerical value. This is called one hot encoding. Here we use count vectorizer and 

tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency) vectorizer. Count vectorizer is most useful 

feature extraction method in NLP. Basically, Count vectorizer make a vector from the text data 

based on the word frequency (count) of each word which is occurs in the sentences. This is very 

helpful method for sentiment analysis or any NLP related work. Count vectorizer creates a vector 

or matrix where unique words are represented as matrix columns and each row text data from 

dataset represented as matrix row. After that it count the word frequency and put that value on the 

matrix. TF-IDF is advance and common method for features extraction from processed Text data. 

Sometimes features extraction using TF-IDF vectorizer method increase the proposed model 

accuracy. Because, it creates a matrix by considering the whole documents of weight of words. 

The formula of TF-IDF is [14]: 

 

 𝑡𝑓 − 𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑡) = 𝑡𝑓(𝑡, 𝑑) ∗ 𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑡) ----------- (1) 

Split Text 

Remove Regular Expression

Add Elaborate Form

Remove Stop words

Clean Text
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                                            𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒,  

𝑡𝑓(𝑡, 𝑑) = ∑ 𝑓𝑟(𝑥, 𝑡)

 

𝑥 ∈ 𝑑

 

𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑡) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔
|𝐷|

1 + |{𝑑 ∶ 𝑡 ∈  𝑑}|
 

 𝐻𝑒𝑟𝑒, 

➔ 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑡 
′ ′𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 ′𝑑′ 

➔ 𝑓𝑟(𝑥, 𝑡) 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑐ℎ 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑠 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑓𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 

➔ |𝐷| 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑤ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 

➔ |{𝑑 ∶ 𝑡 ∈  𝑑}| 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑡 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠 

In our work we tried two features extraction methods and when we compare which is suitable and 

increase our model accuracy based on our dataset. We found that Countvectorizer get more 

accuracy than TF-IDF. So, in our work we use Countvectorizer method to extract feature from our 

text data. In the upcoming Chapter 4 we will discuss more about this and show the outcome these 

methods.  

3.4.3 Model Selection 

In machine learning techniques there are two types of leaning exist. Supervised Learning and 

Unsupervised Learning. In our work we have input and output data to train a model so we need to 

use Supervised Learning algorithms. In our work we use some supervised classifier algorithms, 

we apply six different algorithms DT, RF, XGB, MNB, SVM and KNN on our dataset. After 

vectorized our data we divided our vector data into two parts training and testing data. We split 

our data into 80% and 20%. For training purpose, we keep 80% and rest of 20% data for testing 

purpose. We apply six different classifiers on our training data and evaluate the model based on 

testing data. Multinomial Naive Bayes classifier perform very well on our dataset. In below, we 

are shortly discussing about the algorithms and their performance based on our Bangla 

Guruchandali Dosh dataset. 
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3.4.3.1 Decision Tree Classifier (DT) 

Decision tree is used to solve both regression and classification problems. DT also works with 

continuous and categorical I/O (input/output) variables. Working approach if this algorithm is to 

make a tree. DT is a tree where every internal node of the tree represents the attribute values and 

the leaf node represents the decision. Decision Tree generate high accuracy output for 

classification problem. In our work it performs very well and score best accuracy which is 78%. 

The confusion matrix for this classifier is [89 26], [36 104]. 

 

3.4.3.2 Random Forest Classifier (RF) 

Random forests are a machine learning algorithm which is used to solve regression and 

classification problems. In these algorithms it split the dataset into many parts and makes many 

decision trees from datasets. It makes the decision or predict the output based on the decision trees 

outcome which have the maximum probability of occurrences. For our dataset it predicted the 

outcome 82% accurate with the confusion matrix [99 16], [24 116]. 

3.4.3.3 K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) 

K-nearest neighbor is a most used classification algorithm. It is also used in regression problems 

[15]. It works by calculating the distance between dependent variables (our expected result) and 

one or more independent variables (our features). For calculating the distance, it uses the Euclidean 

distance formula. In this algorithm it creates a group by using similar data points that means which 

data point has closer distance from expected outcome. Based on the value of k (neighbors’ 

numbers) it decides much data it took to create a group. Here we use the value of k as 3. This 

algorithm cannot predict the outcome, it memorizes the created group and compares the test data 

with those groups and generates an outcome. For this reason, it takes time to show the expected 

outcome. That’s why this is also known as a non-parametric and lazy algorithm. But for our dataset 

it performs pretty good with accuracy 70%. The output confusion matrix is [81, 34], [46 94]. 

3.4.3.4 Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

It is a machine learning algorithm which is mostly used to solve regression and classification 

problems. But it is commonly used in classification problems [14]. In the SVM algorithm the data 
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was plotted in a hyperplane with n-D space (where n is features number). Here we use a two-

dimensional surface plane where the line separates the space into two different sections. One class 

is on one side and another class is on the other side of the space. These algorithms solve our 

classification problem with medium 79% accuracy. The confusion matrix for this algorithm is [89 

26], [27 113]. 

3.4.3.5 Naive Bayes Classifier (NB) 

Naive Bayes is a classification algorithm which is also known as simple probabilistic classifiers. 

Basically, this classifier is a set of some classification algorithms which works based on Bayes' 

Theorem. This classifier is not a single algorithm, this is actually a set of familiar classification 

algorithms where they share a common principle. In our research work, we used Multinomial 

Naive bayes classifier. Because Multinomial Naive bayes perform very for text document data. 

Our work is related with text document. This algorithm came with highest accuracy for our dataset. 

This algorithm perfectly predicted our classes. The accuracy is 83% with confusion matrix [77 

134], [38 6]. 

3.4.3.6 Extreme Gradient Booting Classifier (XGB) 

XGB is basically a decision tree-based machine learning algorithm that use the gradient boosting 

techniques. This algorithm accurate predate the data when the data is unstructured like text data, 

image data etc. This algorithm widely used for solving regression problem, classification problem 

etc. This algorithm predicted outcome accurately in our classification problem. This classifier 

predicted pretty much good accuracy 79% with confusion matrix [100 15], [39 101]. 

3.4.4 Model Evaluation 

Only based on training and testing accuracy we cannot evaluate our model. We need to consider 

some reports for evaluate our model. First of all, to get accurate result from our model need to 

apply cross validation. After that we need to make classification report for evaluate our model. 

The shortly description will discuss in the below subsections. 
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3.4.4.1 K-Fold Cross Validation 

Cross-validation is a validation technique which helps us to evaluate the accurate accuracy of our 

model. Because when we divide our dataset into train and test data, every time it divides our data 

randomly. For this reason, sometimes test data consists of data which is not in train data. That's 

why sometimes we get less accuracy from our model. k-Fold cross-validation helps us to solve 

this problem. In this technique there is a parameter(k) which is the number of folds that a dataset 

divided into. Cross-validation randomly divides the dataset into k times and checks how good the 

model performs when it faces any randomly picked unseen test data. In our research work, we set 

the value of k as 5. Therefore, we use a 5-Fold cross-validation process in our research work. 

3.4.4.2 Classification Report 

Only based on the cross validation score we cannot tell that this model is best for this dataset. 

Besides this we need to evaluate some parameters which are used to make classification reports. 

These parameters are given below: 

3.4.4.2.1 Confusion Matrix 

It is a performance measure table which is mostly used to represent the performance of a machine 

learning model based on a set of test output data [15]. It checks the performance by calculating 

four terms such as, Ture Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP) and False Negative 

(FN). We will describe briefly about this in the experiment and result segment. 

3.4.4.2.2 Precision Score 

Precision is a ratio of True Positive result and total Positive predictions. This is also known as PPV 

or positive predictive value. [16] 

Precision = TP / (TP + FP) ----------- (2) 

3.4.4.2.3 Recall Score 

It is the quotient of True positive result and the total number of actual predictions. Recall is known 

as true positive rate or sensitivity. [16] 
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Recall = TP / (TP + FN) ----------- (3) 

3.4.4.2.4 F1 Sore 

It is also known as F1-measure. Basically, this is called the Fβ-score. Fβ-score is the 

combination of harmonic mean of precision score and recall score. When β = 1, this is called F1-

score. [17] 

         𝐹𝛽 − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =  (1 + 𝛽2).
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛.𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝛽2.𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
  ----------- (4) 

𝐹1 − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2.
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛. 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝛽2. 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
                            

3.5 Implementation Requirements 

Our research title is “Bangla Guruchandali Dosh Sentence Using Machine Learning Techniques”. 

Using the Natural Language Processing techniques, we can extract feature from the text data. So, 

our work is related with Bengali NLP. We collected Bengali data from various source and we want 

to make a system which can detect the sentence fault in Bangla. To process and evaluate the entire 

work we need a high configuration Computer setup with GPU and others necessary instrument. In 

below we mention the all hardware, software and advance tools which we need to complete this 

work. 

Hardware and Software: 

➢ Intel Core i5 8th gen integrated with 8GB ram 

➢ 1 TB Hard Disk 

➢ Google Colab with 12GB GPU and 350GB ram 

➢ High Speed Internet Connection 

Advance Libraries and Tools: 

➢ Windows 10 

➢ Python 3.8 

➢ Pandas 
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➢ NumPy 

➢ Regular Expression (RE Library) 

➢ NLTK 

➢ Matplotlib 

➢ Scikit-Learn 
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CHAPTER 4 

  EX PERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Experimental Setup 

In this section we are going to describe about our model performance which we apply on our 

Guruchandali Dosh dataset. In our work we use six classification algorithms which we already 

discussed in the Methodology section. All classification algorithms perform very well but some of 

them are classify the text data accurately. When we try to apply Machine Learning algorithms in 

raw data, we found accuracy below the 10%. After that we preprocessed the raw data. In the 

Methodology section we mentioned the technique we use to preprocess our data. Then we apply 

six machine learning algorithms in our clean data. Our DT, RF, MNB, XGB, SVM, KNN models 

came with the accuracy of 78%, 82%, 83%, 79%, 79%, 70% respectively. These classifiers 

perform very well with text data. Table 4.1 shows the all-models accuracy with their cross-

validation accuracy. Only based on the accuracy score we can’t consider our model as a perfect 

model for our dataset. For the better judgment of our model, we generate confusion matrix, 

classification report and cross validation score. Then we compare the all values for all models, 

then we finalize our results. 

Table 4.1: Model Accuracy Before Parameters Tuning 

Model Name Accuracy Cross Validation Accuracy 

Decision Tree 78% 76% 

Random Forest 82% 81% 

Multinomial Naive Bayes 83% 83% 

Extreme Gradient Boosting  79% 78% 

Support Vector Machine 79% 82% 

K-Nearest Neighbors 70% 70% 

 

 

Among the all-algorithms Multinomial Naive Bayes gives us highest accuracy which is 83%. 
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4.2 Experimental Results and Analysis 

Machine Learning models cannot predict everything with 100% accuracy. We need to try to get 

an optimal solution from our models. That’s why in our work we experiment our models using 

some techniques like hyper parameters tunning. Hyper parameters tunning sometimes helps us to 

find the appropriate models’ parameters for our dataset. So, we decided to tune our models’ 

parameters based on our dataset. Then use hyper parameters tuning with help of python library. 

Here we use GridSearchCV to tuning our models. After tunning our models based on our dataset, 

we see that some algorithms accuracy was increase slightly and some of them are decrease. Our 

DT, RF, MNB, XGB, SVM, KNN models came with the accuracy score of 73%, 53%, 85%, 79%, 

83%, 71% respectively after tuning our models. We see that in XGB classifier there is no change 

before and after parameters tuning. Also, DT and RF model accuracy decrease after hyper 

parameters tunning. So, we keep the default parameters for DT, RF and XGB classifier. In the 

table 4.2 represents the parameters description of all models we used in our work. Hyper 

parameters tuning experiment came with a good accuracy in our work. But only based on the 

accuracy score we cannot which model perform very well with our dataset. We need to check our 

model with unseen data. For this we use k-fold cross validation. In k-fold cross validation dataset 

divided into k-fold. In the Methodology section we discussed it briefly. In our work we use 5-flod 

cross validation. After cross validation we got a stable accuracy from models. DT, RF, MNB, 

XGB, SVM, KNN algorithms came with a good accuracy score of 76%, 81%, 85%, 79%, 83%, 

71% respectively. 

We also evaluate our model based-on some criteria such as precision score, recall score and f1-

score. First, we generate confusion matrix from our dataset using all classification models we 

mentioned. In the figure represents the visualization of confusion matrix for all models. After that 

using the confusion matrix, we make classification report for our dataset. We calculate the 

precision score, recall score and f1-score using confusion matrix. Figure 4.1 shows the confusion 

matrix for all algorithms we used in our work. Table 4.3 shows the classification report for our all 

models. In Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 shows the actual result and our used models prediction result 

for Guruchandali Dosh and Guruchandali Dosh Nei Bangla sentences. All classification algorithms 

predict expected result for the input bangle text. In the end, after the analysis of our models based 
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on the all-evaluation criteria, we found that Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) came out with 

highest accuracy for our dataset which is 85%. 

Table 4.2: Model Parameters Information 

Model 

Name 

DT RF MNB XGB SVM KNN 

Best 

Parameters 

default default alpha = 0.9, 

fit_prior = False 

default C = 25, 

gamma = 0.01, 

kernel = ‘rbf’ 

Metric = 

‘manhattan’, 

N_neighbors = 3, 

Weights = ‘distance’ 

Accuracy 0.76 0.81 0.85 0.79 0.83 0.71 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Confusion Matrix of All Models 
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Table 4.3: Classification Report 

Algorithms 

Name 

Class Precision 

Score 

Recall 

Score 

F1 Score Accuracy 

Score 

Cross 

Validation 

Score 

Decision tree 
 

Guruchandali 

Dosh 

0.74    0.82 0.78  

0.78 

 

0.76 

Guruchandali 

Dosh Nei 

0.84 0.76 0.80 

Random 

Forest 
 

Guruchandali 

Dosh 

0.79 0.81 0.80  

0.82 

 

0.81 

Guruchandali 

Dosh Nei 

0.84 0.83 0.83 

Multinomial 

Naive Bayes 
 

Guruchandali 

Dosh 

0.91    0.70 0.79  

0.83 

 

0.85 

Guruchandali 

Dosh Nei 

0.79 0.94 0.86 

XGB Guruchandali 

Dosh 

0.72 0.87 0.79  

0.79 

 

0.79 

Guruchandali 

Dosh Nei 

0.87 0.72 0.79 

Support 

vector 

machine 
 

Guruchandali 

Dosh 

0.77 0.77 0.77  

0.79 

 

0.83 

Guruchandali 

Dosh Nei 

0.81 0.81 0.81 

K-nearest 

neighbors 

Guruchandali 

Dosh 

0.68 0.63 0.66  

0.70 

 

0.71 

Guruchandali 

Dosh Nei 

0.72 0.76 0.74 
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Table 4.4: Original Output and Algorithms Predicted Output 

 

Original Text জানি িা তাহা সতযযুগের পনিগ্রাগে নিল নি িা, নিন্তু এিাগল ততা তিাথাও  

তেনিয়ানি বনলয়া েগি িনরগত পানর িা 

Original Output গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ 

Input Text জানি িা তাহা সতযযুগের পনিগ্রাগে নিল নি িা, নিন্তু এিাগল ততা তিাথাও  

তেনিয়ানি বনলয়া েগি িনরগত পানর িা 

Algorithms Predicted Output 

DT গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ 

RF গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ 

MNB গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ 

XGB গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ 

SVM গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ 

KNN গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ 

 

 
Table 4.5: Original Output and Algorithms Predicted Output 

Original Text িৃত্রিে রাসায়নিি বস্তু বযবহাগরর ফগল উচুঁ বায়েুন্ডগল ওগজাি েযাগসর পনরোণ  

িগে যাগে 

Original Output গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ যেই 

Input Text িৃত্রিে রাসায়নিি বস্তু বযবহাগরর ফগল উচুঁ বায়েুন্ডগল ওগজাি েযাগসর পনরোণ  

িগে যাগে 

Algorithms Predicted Output 

DT গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ যেই 

RF গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ যেই 

MNB গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ যেই 

XGB গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ যেই 

SVM গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ যেই 

KNN গুরুচণ্ডোলী য োষ যেই 
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4.3 Discussion 

In the end we are try to contribute in the Bangla research domain. Worldwide there are lots of work 

in the different language. We are trying to added our Bangla language in that work list. We dreamt 

to detect the Bangla Guruchandali Dosh sentence. So, we are very happy that we make our dream 

comes true. In this work we are able to make a machine learning model which is able to detect the 

Guruchandali Dosh sentences accurately. We use six different algorithms in our model. All 

model’s accuracy is shown in the figure 4.2. Among all of the algorithms Multinomial Naive Bayes 

detect the sentence’s fault accurately with highest accuracy of 85%. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Accuracy and Cross Validation Accuracy Bar Chart 
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CHAPTER 5 

IMPACT ON SOCIETY, ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY 

5.1 Impact on Society 

Guruchandali Dosh contaminated our mother language rapidly so it creates a massive impact on 

Bangla language that is the reason we have created this model so by this anyone can easily have 

the idea if a sentence has Guruchandali dosh or not. The consequence will spread a great effect in 

our society. If a society will be constructed of authentic language, then other language's people 

will have an idea about our dedication for our own language still after achieving it. Others will 

respect our language as much as their language if we build this kind of society.  

5.2 Impact on Environment 

As we are expecting that it will be a convenience project so that it will create a great impact on 

society then it must be having a great impact on environment too. Because an environment is made 

with a society & society made with people. If people are having adequate knowledge about their 

own language, then it also dominance in their environment. So, for, our project will help to grow 

an environment where everyone can say Bangla language or write it in appropriate way without 

any mistake. Thus, it will build an environment of pure Bangla language. 

5.3 Ethical Aspects 

It is our moral responsibility to safeguard our own language even after 50 years of acquiring it. 

That is why we take a petty step to protect our own language. We also have some ethical aspects 

about our model:  

1. To prevent our language from being distort. 

2. To protect our language. 

3. To help everyone to check the correct form of Bangla language. 

4. For enhancing more value of our language. 
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5.4 Sustainability Plan 

Our plan is to help upcoming generation so they can create a society of pure Bangla language & it 

will be like a chained process that is how it will invent a huge ascendency in our environment as 

well as society. Guruchandali Dosh is a sentence fault in Bangla Language and it created a massive 

impact on Bangla language. This is the toughest part in the Bangla grammar. This is the reason 

why we created the model and why we need to fix this properly so that people can easily find the 

correct solution. We should have known about this concept and we should learn and clear the 

concept. That’s why we need to sustain this model properly. We need to create a proper model 

which will provide the correct information about this grammar. This is our mother tongue and we 

definitely should know these properly. We also need to process how to sustain this model 

permanently.  
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATION AND IMPLICATION 

FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

6.1 Summary 

Our work is related with Bengali NLP. Working with NLP is a challenging work for researcher. 

In research work dataset is main important for execute the work. In this work we are making a 

machine learning model for detect Bangla Guruchandali Dosh sentence. This model is very useful 

for making a programmed Guruchandali Dosh detector. So, for building this model we face some 

problem and so more things we face during this work. All the steps and work summery is given 

below step by step. 

Step 1: Planning about this work 

Step 2: Problem formulation 

Step 3: Data collection from various books and newspapers 

Step 4: Data Labeling 

Step 5: Data cleaning 

Step 6: Data Vectorization 

Step 7: Train and Test Data Separation 

Step 8: Model Selection 

Step 10: Model evaluation and performance testing 

After execute all of the steps we are finally able to make our model for Detect Bengali sentence 

fault. Our work contributes in the domain of Bengali NLP research. Working with our native 

language is pride for us and in the world-wide domain we recognized our language easily. 
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6.2 Conclusion 

There are so many works about Bangla test classification, fake news detection. But Bangla text 

Guruchandali Dosh detection is a new proposal in Bengali NLP domain. Some classification 

algorithms in supervised learning perform very well for text data. In our work we proposed to build 

a model on six different algorithms such as DT, RF, MNB, XGB, KNN and SVM using our Bangla 

Guruchandali Dosh dataset. In our task making dataset is very hard and tough work for us. Because 

there is no previous work available related with our data. We need to make our data manually. 

Finally, in our work we use 1712 data to make a model. All classification algorithms perform very 

well, but Multinomial Naive Bayes came out with highest performance accuracy with our dataset. 

Using this algorithms model predict the fault sentences 85% accurately. Therefore, we have some 

limitation in our work. For the limitation of time and less source of our dataset we are able to 

collect less numbers of data. If the we are able to collect more data, then our model will be coming 

out with more accuracy then now. Because ML classifier’s accuracy is high when the dataset is 

large in natural language processing. 

6.3 Recommendation 

We have some recommendations for our work. In this section we will increase our dataset for 

improve our model accuracy. In our work we use some supervised machine learning classification 

algorithms. And in the text data transformation section we use only one vectorization technique. 

There are so many techniques and algorithms for large number of datasets. So, that model and 

techniques will predict more accurately Bangla Guruchandali Dosh sentence. Some 

recommendations of our work are given below. 

➢ Big dataset for Bangla Guruchandali Dosh 

➢ Understand the core Bengali Linguistic to recognize the patterns of Guruchandali 

dosh 

➢ Understand the transformation techniques and improvised the techniques for 

Bengali dataset. 

➢ Try to make a better classification model 

➢ Try to get more performance accuracy 
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6.4 Implication for Further Research 

We have some limitations and drawback in our work. For example, we only use machine learning 

algorithms in our model. Beside this we only use Count Vectorized text transformation techniques. 

Also, our data is not sufficient. So, we extend our data count. Because, we have plan to apply deep 

learning algorithms like RNN, LSTM, BiLSTM etc. in our dataset. Without increasing the data 

volume, we cannot get the better accuracy from deep learning model. We also use Word 

Embedding techniques to vectorized the text data in to numeric value. In this work we get 85% 

accuracy but we can’t stop here, we will try our level best in future to get more accuracy from this 

dataset.  

We open our dataset for the NLP researcher. Using this they can also try to get more accuracy. We 

have a plan to deploy this model on website. Using this website anyone can input the Bengali 

sentence and get the output that this sentence has Guruchandali Dosh or not. 
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